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ABSTRACT: The mind reading techniques reads the 

mind state of the person This can  done by getting the 

face expression and by seeing his activity for 

example those person who gets tension the face it 

seems to be stressed. not only the humans can read 

the mind it may possible for system also reads the 

mind of the persons  Mind reading can be done by 

using Face expression analysis through Futuristic 

headband.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The Machine may infer the mental state of 

human being. It is most complexity of understanding 

the human’s mentality. No one knows what a 

decision would be taken by the person in the next 

second by executing his present thoughts or what is 

his present thinking about any other person and what 

will be the next action of that person and many more. 

But all the questions can answer by mind reading 

computer. The different technologies were used in 

the Mind reading computer for example scanning of 

the face expressions along with head gestures and 

identifying the volume and inside level of oxygen 

and the blood which is flowing in the vicinity of 

brain. Mind reading computer can provide lot of 

application for medical fields and also for some 

persons 

 

2. FUNDAMENTAL OF MIND READING 

COMPUTER 

 Mind reading computer detect the person 

thoughts and emotions. The begging step of the mind 

reading computer is the person mostly the human 

expresses their mental states by face expressions and 

gestures. Whether they are communication or not it 

doesn’t matter but the decisions taken by human 

beings is completely depends on humans mental 

state. In case we have an mind reading computer we 

can change the decision of others. if it’s in the wrong 

thoughts or intension we can prevent the wrong into 

the good intension. And it can used to stop the 

violence. It will become the better world. The mind 

reading computer is not established now but it might 

be in future. It is  

Mainly used for physically handicapped 

persons they can able to drive a car access online 

services or an mobile phone just by thinking. 

FLOW CHART FOR MIND READING 

COMPUTER 

 

APPLICATIONS OF MIND READING 

COMPUTER 

 Lie detection 

 Pain detection 

 Brain-computer interfaces 

 Pattern analysis and future research 

3.MIND READING COMPUTER SYSTEM 

 The human doesn’t need to type or speak 

something to the system the Mind reading system 

technology may understand default. Mind reading 
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can done through the scanning of face expressions. 

The machine may works based on digital camera it is 

used to analyze the face expression to understand the 

humans mental state like whether they were confused 

happy or sad something etc..It may checks first head 

gestures and face expression and express the 

particular persons mental state. and its checks stored 

database and it compares with present result if it 

match then its considered to be an final state. 

Different parameters and movement are analyzed it 

identify gestures like open mouth, eyes Movement 

and half closed eyes. For example if human thinks 

something means it specified by the inner raise of 

eyebrows. 

 

4.FACE UNIT ANALYSIS 

 Facial action unit is analysis  performed by 

FACS (facial action coding system) system is used 

for analyze the face expression units which it 

inspected by the eyebrows raised inner and outer, lips 

apart, mouth stretch, and etc… The headband that 

measures how much light was not pre-occupied 

letting the computer gauge the metabolic demands 

that the brain makes. The results are  matched with an 

MRI it can be gathered with lightweight equipment. 

Another technology for mind reading computer can 

be electroencephalograph this device takes the 

electrical current from various parts of the brain it is 

used by medical researchers 

 

 

  5. HEAD POSE ESTIMATION 

 There are two types of analysis are there 

first is motion and shaped Base  investigation and 

the second is color base. The motion and shape base 

analysis is used for real time video system. The 

second color based analysis is used for 

computational. Smile face is identified by lip shape 

tracking polar distance between two lips corner and 

anchor point is computed by lip pucker. Change in 

polar distance is calculated with respect to starting 

frame.  

 If Mouth is open or closed this is identified by color 

descriptors. Space between two  lips and teeth are it 

to be represented by different color. For example 

green color is represent the teeth and red color is 

represent the space Another method of mind reading 

computer can be done by using futuristic headband. 

The headband can wear over the head. when this 

process may done oxygen and volume level of blood 

is measured is called FNIRS (functional near infrared 

spectroscopy).The user wears futuristic headband that 

sends infrared signal to the tissues of the head  it is 

absorbed by active blood filled tissues. 
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6.ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATION 

The mind reading computer is mainly used for 

paralyzed patients and an handicapped persons. and  

it may useful for comma patients those who are not 

able to speak. This works may done by mapping 

brain waves if you think about moving left, right, 

forward or back and that may works accordingly. It 

may used in an military purpose sting operations and 

investigations. Mind reading computer that prevent 

from terrorism. And it can be combined with 

consoles and it used for mind gaming.  

 

 

 DISADVANTAGES   

The disadvantage of the system is that data can be 

hacked by unauthorized person so the privacy can be 

cracked. Terrorist and hackers can steal the important 

data so for that it will be more dangerous it also 

100% accuracy can't be gained by using mind reading 

computers. Accuracy of the mind reading computer 

can be up to the level of 86.4% 

 

7.CONCLUSION 

 Mind reading computer will assume what 

other person is thinking or feeling .We are masterful 

at taking a small cue such as  raised eyebrow,  We all 

jump to conclusions about other people’s behaviors at 

some time. We usually judge without checking. This 

pattern causes a deal of interpersonal difficulties and 

another important Meta model problem solving 

strategies. Some time attribute intention to other 

person’s behaviors or absence of behavior. That time 

we will think someone is interested in us, and some 

other is not interested in us. Other’s behavior y effect 

on us, and judge our own behavior by our intentions. 
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